Albertalli, Becky  
Kate in Waiting

Andreu, Maria  
Love in English

Armentrout, Jennifer L.  
If There's No Tomorrow

Asher, Jay  
What Light

Bajpai, Nandini  
A Match Made in Mehendi

Baker, Chandler  
Hello (From Here)

Bennett, Jenn  
Serious Moonlight

Benway, Robin  
Also Known As
Audrey, Wait!
Far From the Tree

Bourne, Holly  
It Only Happens in the Movies

Boyce, Kristy  
Hot British Boyfriend

Bischer, Karen  
The Secret Recipe for Moving On

Biren, Sara  
Cold Day in the Sun

Bhuiyan, Tashie  
Counting Down With You

Bryant, Elise  
Happily Ever Afters

Cabot, Meg  
All-American Girl Duology
1. All-American Girl
2. Ready or Not
Avalon High
Boy Meets Girl
Teen Idol

Castle, Jennifer  
Together at Midnight

Champion, Lindsay  
Someday, Somewhere

Chao, Gloria  
Rent a Boyfriend

Choi, Mary H. K.  
Emergency Contact
Permanent Record

Cohn, Rachel and David Levithan  
Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist

Colasanti, Susan  
When It Happens

Colbert, Brandy  
Finding Yvonne

Coles, Jay  
Things We Couldn't Say

Craig, Erin  
Together, Apart

Culli, Lindsey Roth  
Say Yes Summer

De La Cruz, Melissa  
Someone to Love
Something in Between

Demetrios, Heather  
I'll Meet You There

Dessen, Sarah  
Along for the Ride
Dreamland
How to Deal
Just Listen
Saint Anything
The Rest of the Story
This Lullaby

Doller, Trish  
Where the Stars Still Shine

Elkeles, Simone  
Perfect Chemistry Trilogy
1. Perfect Chemistry
2. Rules of Attraction
3. Chain Reaction

Farizan, Sara  
Tell Me Again How a Crush Should Feel

Fitzpatrick, Huntley  
My Life Next Door

Foreman, Gayle  
If I Stay
Just One Duology
1. Just One Day
2. Just One Year

Fountain, Carrie  
I'm Not Missing

Garcia, Kami  
Broken Beautiful Hearts
The Lovely Reckless

Gonzales, Sophie  
Perfect on Paper

Goo, Maureen  
Somewhere Only We Know
The Way You Make Me Feel

Grace, Melinda  
Meet Me in Outer Space

Grandison, Whitney G.  
The Right Side of Reckless

Green, John  
An Abundance of Katherines
Let It Snow

Gurley, Jason  
Awake in the World

Han, Jenny  
Lara Jean Trilogy
1. To All the Boys I've Loved Before
2. P.S. I Still Love You
3. Always and Forever, Lara Jean

Heathfield, Lisa  
Flight of a Starling

Henry, Katie  
Let's Call it a Doomsday

Hicks, Faith Erin  
Comics Will Break Your Heart
Young Adult Contemporary Romance

Ireland, Meredith
The Jasmine Project

Kaplan, Ariel
We Are the Perfect Girl

Khan, Sabina
The Love and Lies of Rukhsana Ali

Konen, Leah
Love and Other Train Wrecks

Kuhn, Sarah
I Love You So Mochi

Leno, Katrina
Summer of Salt

Lin, Ed
David Tung Can’t Have a Girlfriend Until He Gets into an Ivy League College

Lippincott, Rachael
Five Feet Apart

Le, Loan
A Pho Love Story

Lord, Emma
Tweet, Cute

Loutzenhiser, Katy
The Girl Least Likely

Lund, Cameron
Heartbreakers and Fakers

Mangle, Bethany
Prepped

Martins, Gabriela
Like a Love Song

Meyer, Marissa
Instant Karma

McDowell, Kara
One Way or Another

McGarry, Katie
Walk the Edge

McGee, Katherine
Nowhere But Here

McGovern, Kate
Only a Breath Apart

Megale, S.C.
Fear of Missing Out

Menon, Sandhya
Furia

Mendes, Yamile
This Is Not a Love Scene

Meyer, Marissa
Radha & Jai’s Recipe for Romance

Mlynowski, Sarah
I See London, I See France

Moreno, Nina
Don’t Date Rosa Santos

Morrill, Lauren
Meant To Be

Myracle, Lauren
The Infinite Moment of Us

Namey, Laura
A Cuban’s Girls Guide to Tea and Tomorrow

Niven, Jennifer
Holding Up the Universe

Oh, Axie
XOXO

Oliver, Lauren
Before I Fall

Reynolds, Hannah
The Summer of Lost Letters

Reynolds, Justin A.
Opposite of Always

Rodrigues, Carmen
The Universal Laws of Marco

Rowell, Rainbow
Eleanor & Park

Ryan, Sara
Empress of the World

Sharma, Nisha
Radha & Jai’s Recipe for Romance

Shumacher, Ashley
Amelia Unabridged

Simone, Francina
Smash It!

Smith, Jennifer E.
Field Notes on Love

Stanley, Shalanda
Nick and June Were Here

Steiger, A.J.
When My Heart Joins the Thousands

Stone, Nic
Odd One Out

Suk, Sarah
Made in Korea

Tash, Sarvenaz
Virtually Yours

Thornburg, Blair
Ordinary Girls

Thorne, Jenn Marie
Night Music

Watson, Renee
Love is a Revolution
West, Kasie
By Your Side
Fame, Fate, and the First Kiss
Listen to Your Heart

Wexler, Jennie
Where It All Lands

Wibberley, Emily
What’s Not to Love

Yen, Jennifer
A Taste For Love

Yoon, Nicola
Everything, Everything
Frankly in Love
Instructions for Dancing
The Sun is Also a Star

Zentner, Jeff
Rayne & Delilah’s Midnite Matinee